


Modern Atlantis
Amorphous meets Architectural

Modern Atlantis Resin Cuff

What would the modern Atlantis people wear today?

Inspired by Zaha Hadid Seoul Plaza and Zaid Affras Fall 2015 Collection. 
Oceanic tones with natural minerals and wood.
Clean curvilear forms juxtaposed against angular metal shapes.
Green and Rutilated Quartz, Flourite, silver and rose gold.

Target Market is women 25 to 35, polished and modern but versatile. 

She is multi-faceted, works, and has a family.
She socializes and enjoys traveling. 
She has sophisicated taste, and is willing to save for special item purchase. 



Specifications



Modern Atlantis Resin Cuff
 with Leather Braid



Iconic Reinvented
1960’s Icon

Audrey

Audrey Hepburn--the epitome of grace and elegance.  She did polish with ease and continues to inspire classic design.
A fan of the ballet flat, a world traveller, what shoe would be her choice for jet-setting today?
Classic with a twist, curvilinear shapes meet angular lines. 
Old Hollywood “regency” mixes with modern geometric shapes. Cascading staircases with decorative elements 
inspire cut-away design details.



Target Customer
Confident-Modern-Classic-Playful-Feminine

The Iconic Reinvented Woman of today is confident in who she is, stays current with fashion, 
but doesn’t chase after items that go out of style quickly.  She appreciates modern, clean lines but 
also femininity done in a pretty, non-frilly way. 

She is 25-35, has a career, has bought, or is seeking to buy, her first home.  She makes time for 
family and friends and has an active social life.  She enjoys travel and treats herself to the small 
luxuries in life, from the never-will-find-it-again vintage Chanel clutch, to the decorating with 
fresh flowers--no special occasion needed!

Her wardrobe needs to reflect her love of understated beauty, and function for both work and 
evenings out, whether it is running errands or dinner with friends. Polish, comfort, and 
versatility combined with easy elegance are her style requirements.

Her footwear choices must reflect these style guidelines. 



The Audrey
Ballet-Inspired Wedge in Black Leather

Exposed Strap Loop in Cut Away Detail

Materials
Leather upper and heel

Color
Black

Strap
Matching Leather Tubular
2mm diameter with silver tipped
tie-ends



Depth of center
front opening
 @ widest= 5.35mm

Loop detail
2.5mm diameter

Embedded Loop
width @ widest point
=6.15

Loop Depth
=1.62mm

Loop
Width=
3.60mm



The Audrey
Ballet Inspired Wedge



Armor & Amore
The Modern Heroine

Joan of Arc epitomizes the combination of femininity and fierce display of independence.
Armor inspires piecing and blocking in bodice form which creates interest and a play of textures.
Articulated embellishments in body conscious, curving layouts emphasize protection, but also form.
Neutral palette is offset by an abundance of shine and rich heritage hues.



Target Customer
Confident-Independent-Feminine

Today’s Modern Heroine is just that. She is fiercely independent, but doesn’t relenquish 
her feminine side. 
 
Who doesn’t know a woman who does it all, seemingly defying the limits of human 
capacity?  Today’s woman has a demanding career, balances motherhood and is the 
generally making a heroic effort every single day.  She appreciates a wardrobe that can 
move with her through her days and nights, expressing her strength as well as her 
softness. Modern, clean lines keeps it chic, and adornment done in an under-stated 
but pretty way, adds the uniquessness that is all hers.

She is 25-40, has a career, and a family.  She makes time for friends and has an active 
social life.  She enjoys socializing and entertaining, and plans to purchase items in her 
wardrobe intended for social gatherings and evenings out.

Wardrobe pieces have to work as hard as she does. Easy to outfit, easy to mix and 
match, always elegant.



Armor & Amore
Color-Blocked Bodice

Chainmaille Leather Disk Embellishment



Armor & Amore
Color-Blocked Bodice

Chainmaille Leather Disk Embellishment



Armor & Amore
Color-Blocked Bodice

Chainmaille Leather Disk Embellishment



Armor & Amore
Embellished Bodice


